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I. The Complaints 

The Council received several letters of complaint regarding Bubbles Galore; however, only two 
Ruling Requests were returned to the Council. 

The first complaint: 

The following letter of complaint dated June 21, 1999 was sent to the CRTC’s Head Office 
which forwarded the matter to the CBSC in due course: 

I am registering a complaint in regards to graphic sexual content shown on Friday, June 18th, on 
the Showcase Network and 11pm. 

I think airing this type of material is totally out of place at that hour and in general. This is not 
appropriate subject matter for television. 

I am not so naive to believe that we can stop such material being produced, but I personally, and 
as a mother, do not want it available on my home television set where impressionable youth can 
watch it unsupervised. 

I am truly appalled that there is not more appropriate control already in place. 

I thank you in advance for your serious consideration to my concerns. 

The second complaint: 

The following letter of complaint dated June 22, 1999 was sent to the CRTC’s Head Office 
which forwarded the matter to the CBSC in due course. Along with his letter, the complainant 
attached a Starweek Magazine article entitled "Blonde bombshell". 

I read the enclosed cutting in the Toronto Star’s Starweek Magazine and, out of curiosity, 
watched partof "Bubbles Galore" on Showcase on Friday evening (June 19th.) I had hoped that 
Bill Anderson had been exaggerating in his review of the movie or that, if he hadn’t, the Censor 
Board would step in and block out the raunchy parts. My hopes, however, were in vain — the 
movie was as bad as Anderson had predicted and theCensor Board didn’t do anything about it. 



The movie was scum — sex, violence, bad language and very little in the way of a plot, and 
didn’t have any redeeming factors that I could discern; tehre wasn’t any good phtography, no 
good acting (there was lots of bad acting) no moral lessons, no literary worth. In my opinion it 
was a prom movie. Pictures of females sucking a penis,plastic though it be, should not be shown 
on public television. I believe that would be the opinion of most Canadian viewers. 

So where was the Censor Board when it was needed? Have the standards of dencecy fallen so 
low that vulgar people can show anything they want on T.V? 

I’m most annoyed that Sheila Copps handed over public money for such a trash movie and I’m 
most annoyed that the C.R.T.C. allowed such garbage to be broadcast. 

I’m writting to protest that Showcase programming very often seems to push beyond the limits 
of decency and to ask that you take whatever steps may be needed to curtail their showing of 
vulgarities, sex and violence on public T.V. 

II. The Broadcaster’s Response 

Both complainants received the same identical response from the Communications Manager of 
Showcase. The Communications Manager responded to the first complainant on July 19th, 1999 
and to the second complainant on July 28, 1999 with the following: 

We are in receipt of your letter to the CRTC, which was forwarded to us by the Canadian 
Broadcast Standards Council. We regret that you were offended by Showcase's broadcast of 
Bubbles Galore on Friday, June 18th. 

An independent, low budget film with an over-the-top-slapstick style, Bubbles Galore is a 
feminist satire of the pornography business -- not a pornographic film. Canadian director Cynthia 
Roberts has received several awards for her cutting-edge work, which challenges conventional 
methods of story-telling and film production. 

While Showcase is proud to broadcast a wide range of Canadian films, it is our policy to 
carefully consider each film that is aired on the network. Before we decide to broadcast a film, 
our Programming Department screens it to ensure that it is suitable for broadcast. The 
determination of suitability includes ensuring that the broadcast would not contravene the 
Canadian Association of Broadcasters' "Sex-Role Portrayal Code for Television and Radio 
Programming", the "Broadcast Code for Advertising to Children" or the "Voluntary Code 
Regarding Violence in Television Programming". The film Bubbles Galore was also screened by 
members of our senior management group in order to double-check compliance with these 
Codes. 

In order to assist our viewers in making their viewing choices, we run a viewer advisory before 
our films indicating whether they contain scenes of violence, nudity and/or coarse language. In 
the case of Bubbles Galore, a "viewer discretion is advised" advisory was shown before the 
broadcast and after each commercial break. 



We are also concerned with the content of shows broadcast during hours when children may be 
watching. Once we have decided to broadcast a program, our Programming Department 
schedules it at the most suitable time. For example, we air series and films which contain scenes 
of violence or have content intended for adult audiences only after 9:00 p.m., according to these 
codes. Bubbles Galore aired at 11:10 p.m. ET/PT and again at 1:06 a.m. ET/PT. 

Thank you for taking the time to voice your opinion. We do appreciate feedback and hope that 
this letter has addressed your concerns. 

III. Additional Correspondence 

The first complainant was unsatisfied with the broadcaster’s response and requested, on July 22, 
1999, that the CBSC refer the matter to the Ontario Regional Council for adjudication. Along 
with her signed Ruling Request Form, she included the following note: 

Thank you for your letter of July 13th, 1999 in regards to my complaint about "Bubbles Galore" 
which aired June 18th, 1999 on the Showcase network. I have now received a reply letter from 
Showcase, and I am writing to you as I do not feel a direct response to Showcase would do any 
good at all. My complaint is also with the governing forces that make policy decisions. 

To be blunt... I feel their reply is nothing but LIP SERVICE and in general A PILE OF CRAP!!! 
Their letter stated "Bubbles Galore is a feminist satire of the pornography business--- not a 
pornographic film". Give me a break!!! What is their definition of pornography??? Certainly not 
what the majority of Canadian citizens feel I am sure! I was not seeing the filming of two people 
during a sexual act in bed etc, but a graphic, domineering, degrading scene. It was a porno movie 
within a cheaply produced porno movie!!!!!!! (I have since learned that this low budget film" 
was made with funding from the taxpayers. This is yet another unbelievable farce that boggles 
my mind.) 

Am I being told that a movie with a sleazy low life man, his large penis sticking out of his open 
zipper, INSISTING forcibly to the woman kneeling in front of him, to take it in her mouth, falls 
within the "ethical guidelines" of this station and broadcasting codes? Is there no social 
conscience left? I guess not! 

In regards to the "voluntary code regarding violence in the television programming" 3.1 
Programming/3.1.2 

"Accepting that there are older children watching television after 9pm, broadcasters shall adhere 
to the provision of article 5.1 (viewer advisories), enabling parents to make an informed decision 
as the suitability of the programming for their family members". 

What good does "viewer advisories" do if parents are not there? 

Parents are not always home at 11pm and their teenage children are free to watch whatever they 
want! These guidelines are ridiculous to say the least! Bottom line is...... this type of movie 
should not be aired on general television under ANY circumstances. 



I do not remember in detail other scenes, but the one described on the previous page certainly has 
remained in my memory because of the intimidating nature. I was channel surfing and this scene 
jumped off my screen. I could not believe my eyes. As a viewer I was indeed very offended. 

I still STRONGLY..... VERY STRONGLY.... object to films of this nature being aired on 
television. They belong on a video... in the adult section of a video store, for rent/purchase... 
NOT.... I repeat... NOT ON TELEVISION FOR A GENERAL VIEWING AUDIENCE! 

I want you to know that I am not some old lady prude, or a feminist totally objecting to this. I am 
not an activist. I am just an ordinary woman who feels there is a certain place for material such 
as this and that the controls that are in place are NOT sufficient. I just cannot believe that this 
movie (and I'm sure many others) have passed the so-called programming guidelines. Who in 
their right minds can condone such content on television???? 

I am now returning the "Ruling Request" that was sent to me by your organization. Ethics on 
television need to be reviewed drastically if this type of film is considered ACCEPTABLE 
material. 

I hope you can sincerely appreciate my disgust with this matter. If I could only remove 
Showcase from my cable selection I would, but I would lose other worthwhile stations by doing 
so as it is offered in a package format. I am considering it though. I just cannot understand why 
this type of movie would be shown on television. I do not mean to repeat myself, but I am just 
totally baffled by the guideline decisions that are currently in place in this country. 

Thank you for your time in dealing with this matter. 

The second complainant was also unsatisfied with the broadcaster’s response and requested, on 
August 7, 1999, that the CBSC refer the matter to the Ontario Regional Council for adjudication. 
Along with his signed Ruling Request Form, he included the following note which was sent to 
Tara Lapointe and copied to the Council: 

Thank you for your letter dated July 28th (file # 1133). While I appreciate that people can often 
hold conflicting views about what is good or bad, to me, Bubbles Galore was amateurish in it’s 
production, it’s acting and it’s photography: as well, many of it’s scenes were disgusting, 
degrading and unnecessary. I have to agree with Bill Anderson’s assessment, in the Starweek 
Magazine, that the movie overstepped the accepted standards of decency. Since you don’t see it 
that way, I am asking the C.B.S.C. for their opinion. 

The display of a "viewer advisory" is not a license to indulge in unsavory programming. 

 


